
Taube Yudelevich With Her Mother Sarah
And Husband Abram 

On the porch of the house of my maternal grandparents in Jonava - grandmother Sarah and my
parents - mother Taube and father Abram Yudelevich are in the middle, the 1930s. Grandmother
sold that house in late 1930s and left for Kaunas. The house burnt down during the war.

My grandmother Sarah Pagirskaya, nee Krasko was born in 1865. Sarah was a rather educated
woman. She could read and write in Yiddish and Russian. She spoke Polish. Her Lithuanian was not
good though. Sarah ran the house as grandparents had servants. Grandmother was a tall, buxom,
stately woman - a true beauty. She and grandfather Avel had their own honored seats in the
synagogue. Avel and Sarah were rather religious, trying to keep Jewish traditions. Neither
grandmother nor grandpa covered their heads all the time. When they went to the synagogue,
grandpa put a kippah on and grandmother wore a hat or a nicely tied kerchief. Grandpa had a
modern beard- short and neat. Avel and Sarah often went abroad on vacation. 

My mother Tauber Pagirskaya got a good education at Russian Commercial Lyceum. Upon
graduation mother lived with her parents before getting married. She did not work. I do not know
exactly where my parents met. I think they knew each other when they were young. My parents
got married in 1923. Parents had never told anything about their wedding. I think it was carried out
in accordance with Jewish traditions. At any rate before war at home there was parents' wedding
certificate issued by the rabbi.

My father entered Tomsk university [about 3000 km from Moscow]. Father studied there for couple
of years and got transferred to Yekaterinburg [Russia, 1500 km from Moscow], where he graduated
juridical department. Father came back to the motherland in 1918 right after Lithuania became
independent [Lithuanian independence]. 
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Parents rented an apartment in the heart of the Kaunas. In 1925 my elder brother David was born.
Father was a private lawyer and made pretty good money. I was born on the 25th of December
1928.  

I remember the apartment, where I spent my childhood. There were five rooms in it- one room was
after another. The first two rooms were occupied by father: one room was a reception, where his
clients and visitors were waiting for him, and another room was father's office. Father's secretary
Kozlovskiy was at the reception desk. Father's customers sat on the leathern couches waiting for
my father to receive them. At that time my father was one of the most famous lawyers on civil
cases in Kaunas. There was a large dining-room behind father's office. There was a large round
dining table, the one we are sitting now, arm- chairs, chairs, beautiful carved cupboard, bedroom
furniture and children's furniture used by brother and I. Of course, there was a kitchen, but I cannot
recall my being there. There were servants and a cook in the house so there was no need to go in
the kitchen, as the food was served in the dining-room. Mother only ran the house, giving orders.
Sometimes she went in the kitchen to make some corrections. We, children, had the governesses. 

In summer our family went on vacation for two months. The first month was spent in Kemery and
then we went to Buldury- the spa with salves, baths and all kinds of treatments. At that time it was
customary to spend summer on the coast. Many of our relatives came there with children, so we
were not bored. Later on we spent summer vacation in Palanga. Parents often had rest and
recreation abroad. They went to Karlovy Vary, to the spas in France, Switzerland. Usually they went
on vacation separately. There were few times when they went together. 
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